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Introduction

● Magnetically-shielded (MS) Hall-effect thrusters (HET)

● Recently proven as an effective way to reduce wall erosion and energy losses to walls

● Obtaining significantly extended operational life

● Few prototypes tested up-to-date

● HT5k thruster, developed by SITAEL

● With MS topology

● Centrally-mounted cathode

● Few simulations of MS-HET’s comparing simulation and experimental results

● Comparison required because of lack of predictive models

● Advances in the validation of the simulation tools are required

● HYPHEN code, developed by EP2-UC3M

● HYPHEN has been adapted to solve MS-HET’s in the framework of EDDA project

● HYPHEN simulations and their comparison to experimental data have allowed to:

● Characterize the 2D plasma discharge and its relation to performance

● Identify central aspects of MS and centrally-mounted cathodes
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HT5k Thruster

● HT5k thruster+ HC20 hollow cathode: designed and manufactured by SITAEL. 

● Development model 3: HT5K-DM3

● Main features of HT5k-TU: 

● Centrally mounted cathode

● Non-conventional magnetic topology:
magnetic shielding

● Prototypes technical investigations in high vacuum conditions demonstrate:

● High and stable performance 

● Lower erosion

● Direct-drive operations

with the discharge power ranging from 3kW to 7kW

● Experimental data of the HT5k-TU-DM3 from SITAEL

● Testing took place in SITAEL’s IV10 facility

● Pressures of the order of 7E-6 mbar (Xe) while firing at 4.4 kW of discharge  power.
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HYPHEN

● HYPHEN: HYbrid Plasma thruster Holistic simulation ENvironment

● Two main quasineutral modules: Ion (ions + neutrals) and electron 

● Sheath module: Coupling with the non-neutral plasma sheaths

● Interpolation module: Communication between ion and elec. modules
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Thruster model

● Xenon anode and cathode mass flow range ( ሶ𝒎𝑨, ሶ𝒎𝑪)

● Source voltage range (𝑽𝒔)

● Reference operation point

● RLC filter simulated
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Simulation results (I)

● Time-averaged magnitudes

● The electric potential:

● 𝜙 outside the chamber closely follows magnetic lines

● 𝜙 inside is nearly flat and does not follow the 𝐵 lines, because of 𝑝𝑒 gradients. Acceleration 
region at chamber exit

● High electron density, 𝑛𝑒, inside the chamber, with maximum around 𝐵 null point
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● The electron temperature

● Nearly isothermal magnetic lines

● Near chamber walls, low electron
temperature isolines

● High 𝑻𝒆 isolines penetrate into the
chamber without reaching its walls

● Main ionization region near the chamber
exit, before acceleration región.
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Simulation results (II)

● 2D contour maps: plasma currents

● Electron current inside the chamber forced to 
flow near the 𝐵 field singularity

● Null ion fluid velocity (and maximum 𝑛𝑒) around
the 𝐵 singularity

● Ion stream from ionization around the cathode. 
It improves cathode-beam coupling

● Ion streamlines running nearly parallel to 
chamfer

● Downstream electron current neutralizes the ion 
beam to yield zero net current leaving the domain
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● Low 𝑇𝑒 along the walls yield small 𝚫𝝓𝒔𝒉

● Low ion impact energy due to small Δ𝜙𝑠ℎ, beyond typical
threshold energy for erosion

● Null ion impact energy in the chamfer→ ion current parallel to 
chamfer

● The results show the effectiveness of MS against wall
erosion/sputtering

Inner Anode Outer Inner Anode Outer
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Simulation results (III)

● Global current balance:

● Relative current losses to lateral walls similar to 
conventional HET→ lower temperature but higher
plasma density

● In terms of current to walls, no clear advantage to 
conventional HET

● Global power balance:

● While current losses to lateral walls amounts to about a 
40% of produced current, energy losses to these walls are
only 7%

● Total wall losses of around 9-12%

● Significant improvement with respect to 
conventional HET

● Efficiencies:

● Slight increase in plume divergence with
increasing 𝑽𝒔, related to 𝑇𝑒 downstream shift

● Thrust efficiency remains nearly constant(~56%) along
operation points
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Conclusions

● Need to advance in the validation of codes for HET-MS thrusters

● The HT5k thruster has been simulated with HYPHEN

● 2D contour maps and 1D wall profiles have shown the effect of 
magnetic topology:

● Low  𝑻𝒆 isolines near the chamber walls and flat 𝝓
profile inside the chamber.

● Ion streamlines nearly parallel to chamfer walls. 

● Small ion impact energy on chamber walls

● Power losses to walls have been observed to be reduced with
respect to conventional HET

● Magnetic shielding of HT5k have been proved effective
against erosion and power losses to walls. 
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